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Abstract

John Cowley and his group at Arizona State University pioneered the use of transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) for high-resolution imaging.  Images were achieved three decades

ago showing the crystal unit cell content at better than 4Å resolution.  This achievement enabled

researchers to pinpoint the positions of heavy atom columns within the unit cell.  Lighter atoms

appear as resolution is improved to sub-Ångström levels.  Currently, advanced microscopes can

image the columns of the light atoms (carbon, oxygen, nitrogen) that are present in many

complex structures, and even the lithium atoms present in some battery materials. Sub-

Ångström imaging, initially achieved by focal-series reconstruction of the specimen exit surface

wave, will become commonplace for next-generation electron microscopes with CS-corrected

lenses and monochromated electron beams.  Resolution can be quantified in terms of peak

separation and inter-peak minimum, but the limits imposed on the attainable resolution by the

properties of the microscope specimen need to be considered.  At extreme resolution the “size”

of atoms can mean that they will not be resolved even when spaced farther apart than the

resolution of the microscope.
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Introduction

Modern high-resolution transmission electron microscopes (HRTEMs) can produce images with

discrete peaks corresponding to atoms or to columns of atoms viewed end-on.  For the materials

scientist, the important property of the image is to show where atoms (or atom columns) are

positioned relative to one another.  Ability to determine if an image peak represents one single

atom (or atom column) instead of several depends on the resolution of the HRTEM.

Resolution was first defined in terms of the classic case of separation of adjacent objects [1].

Considerations of noise and coherence in detected images require some modification of this

simple definition (for a thorough discussion see [2]).  Nevertheless, HRTEM resolution requires

the ability to produce images showing distinct separation of discrete objects (atoms or columns

of atoms) and the determination of their relative positions.  Higher resolution not only allows the

identification of closer objects, the finer sampling improves the detection of weaker signals, thus

making possible the imaging of lighter atoms in the presence of heavier ones.  Over the past

three decades, improvements in transmission electron microscope (TEM) resolution have

enabled materials scientists to move from general observations of large-scale defects (grain

boundaries, dislocations) to studies of details within the crystal unit cell.  Recent advances have

allowed the imaging of all atoms within the unit cell, as well as the study of non-periodic defects

with closely separated projected atom positions.

Early studies at 7Å resolution revealed the positions of crystallographic shear planes within unit

cells of transition metal oxides [3].  Positions of metal-oxide octahedra appeared at 3.5Å reso-

lution [4]. Individual metal-atom columns became accessible in alloys at 1.8-2.0Å resolution [5],

and in silicates at 1.6Å resolution [6].  Development of software for simulation of HREM images

from structural models explained the images and confirmed their interpretations [7-14].
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For uncorrected microscopes, resolution limits are set by phase changes imposed by spherical

aberration [15], and remain at 1Å for high-voltage (≥1MV) TEMs and 1.5Å for mid-voltage

TEMs.  Methods to overcome the “Scherzer limit” by correcting for phase changes include focal-

series reconstruction of the electron wave at the specimen exit surface [16-17], holography [18],

and hardware correction of spherical aberration [19].

Imaging Atoms in the Electron Microscope

a) Image Formation

The process of image formation in the HRTEM is well understood [20-21].  Image intensity is

the square of the complex image amplitude, or electron wave, at the image plane.  Its Fourier

transform, the image intensity spectrum, is the auto-correlation of the image amplitude spectrum,

I (u) = Σ 
u' 

ΨE (u').exp{-iχ(u')} .  ΨE
* 

(u'-u).exp{+iχ(u'-u)} (1)

where ΨE (u) is the uth Fourier component of the exit-surface electron wave that is modulated by

a function χ(u) that describes phase changes from the objective lens.

For a thin specimen (or a thicker one not precisely oriented down a zone-axis), most contri-

butions to the image intensity spectrum come from interference of beams with the central (000)

beam.  Non-000 interference (“second order” or “non-linear” interference) contributes only

weakly and may be ignored [22].  Under the condition of linear interference only one pair of

diffracted beams contributes to each spatial frequency in the image intensity spectrum [21].

IL(u)  =  ΨE (u).exp[-iχ(u)]  +  ΨE
*(-u).exp[+iχ(-u)]  (2)

where Ψ(0) has been normalized out, since it has a weight that is close to unity for a weakly

scattering specimen and is common to all linear interference terms.
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For elastic scattering the specimen behaves as a “phase object” with information on (projected)

specimen potential φp(x) and specimen thickness H carried in the phase of the electron wave [23]

ψ
 E  (x)  =  exp{– i σ φp(x) H}   (3)

where σ is the interaction coefficient, φp(x) is the specimen potential projected in the incident

electron beam direction, and H is specimen thickness.  In a weakly scattering specimen, the

majority of elastically scattered electrons will undergo kinematic (single) scattering and the

direct-space electron wave at the specimen exit-surface of this “weak phase object” will be

ψ
 E (x)  =  1  –  i σ φp(x) H   (4)

The linear image intensity spectrum (eqn.2) becomes

IL(u) =  δ(u) + 2 σV(u)H sinχ(u) (5)

where {exp[iχ(u)] – exp[-iχ(-u)]} = 2 i sin χ (u) for a round lens, V(u) is the (complex) Fourier

component of the (real) projected potential φp(x), and V*(-u) = V(u).

Equation (5) shows that the magnitude of the uth term in the image intensity spectrum is

proportional to V(u), the uth Fourier coefficient of the projected potential, and to sinχ(u), the

value of the phase-contrast transfer function (CTF) at the corresponding value of |u|.

b) Image Resolution

The phase change due to objective lens defocus ε and spherical aberration coefficient CS at an

electron wavelength λ is

χ(u) = πελ|u|
2 +  πCSλ

3
|u|

4
/2  (6)
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The resolution of the electron microscope corresponds to the highest spatial frequency that is

transferred into the image intensity spectrum with the same sign as all lower contributing

frequencies.  When χ (u) is set equal to zero, the cutoff (zero-crossing) frequency is given by

|u|S = √{-2ε/(CSλ
2
)} (7)

At the Scherzer [15] optimum defocus of ε = -√(CSλ) the cutoff frequency is |u| = √2CS
-1/4

λ
-3/4

(1.414CS
-1/4

λ
-3/4

).  Careful comparisons of simulated “weak-phase” images with simulated high-

resolution lattice image (SHRLI) images [21] showed that the cutoff frequency could be

extended to 6
1/4

CS
-1/4

λ
-3/4

 (1.565CS
-1/4

λ
-3/4

) by choosing a defocus of ε = −√(3CSλ/2).  The

Scherzer resolution of the microscope is then

dS = 0.64 CS

1/4 λ
3/4

(8)

At Scherzer defocus sinχ(u) is approximately equal to –1.  Each term in the intensity spectrum is

proportional to (the negative of) the corresponding Fourier coefficient of the projected potential.

Inverse Fourier transformation of the intensity spectrum (eqn.5) yields image intensity

proportional to the negative magnitude of the projected potential.  Peaks in the potential at the

atom positions will produce dips in the image intensity; the image will show “black atoms”.

IL(x)  =  1  –  2 σ φp(x) H (9)

c) Information Limit

The incident electron beam has partial spatial and temporal coherence that impose limits on the

highest spatial frequency that can be transferred from the exit-surface wave to the image.  Partial

temporal coherence manifests as spread of focus, and partial spatial coherence as incident beam
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convergence [13].  These factors attenuate the microscope CTF with ‘damping envelope’

functions [24-25].

The CTF damping envelope function for temporal incoherence has the form

E∆(u) = exp{-½π
2
λ

2
∆

2
|u|

4
} (10)

where ∆ is the standard deviation of a Gaussian spread-of-focus.  Transfer falls to exp(-2) or

13.5% at |u|∆ = (πλ∆/2)
-1/2

, leading to an absolute information limit for the microscope of

d∆ = 1/|u|∆ = √(πλ∆/2) (11)

The ∆ parameter includes changes in microscope focus over image acquisition time from lens

current ripple and high-voltage noise and ripple, as well as incident beam energy spread due to

intrinsic gun spread and the Boersch contribution [26].  Then

∆ = CC√[4σ2 (I) / I2 + σ2 (E) / E2] (12)

where CC is the chromatic aberration coefficient for the objective lens, σ(I)/I is the fractional rms

ripple in lens current, and σ(E)/E is the rms energy spread in the electron beam (including high-

voltage noise and ripple) as a fraction of the total beam energy.

d) Spatial Coherence

The damping envelope function for a Gaussian-weighted incident beam convergence is

Eα(u) = exp{-π
2
α

2
(ε + λ

2
 CS u

2 
)
2
u

2
} (13)

where α is the standard deviation of a Gaussian over the convergent cone, equal to 0.77 times the

measured semi-angle [27].  Like spread of focus, convergence limits information transfer at high

spatial frequencies.  However, spread of focus imposes an absolute limit for the microscope

whereas the convergence limit can be changed by changing defocus [21].
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e) Phase

The complex functions that describe electron microscope imaging have phases, and these phases

must remain undistorted if images are to show atom positions correctly.  Information on atom

positions is carried by the phase of the real-space electron wave exiting the specimen (the ESW).

Phases of reciprocal-space components of real-space functions can be modified by multiple

scattering inside the specimen and by the phase changes of the lens forming the image.  It is

important that clear distinctions be maintained about the roles of these phases in the description

of electron scattering and their effects on the microscope image.

Structure Factor Phase: The incoming electron wave is modulated by the specimen potential

φp(x) described in Fourier space by a set of structure factors V(u) with magnitudes that give

relative weights to spacings in the potential distribution, and phases that give their positions (a

phase change in reciprocal space is a shift in real space).  In structure determination, the

difficulty of measurement of these phases is known as “the phase problem”.

Electron Wave Phase: The real-space electron wave exiting the specimen (the ESW) carries

information about the specimen in the form of a spatial distribution of phase changes.  The

relative phase of the wave depends linearly on specimen thickness (the number of atoms stacked

in the beam direction).  In a crystal, the spatial distribution of the ESW phase shows the positions

of atom columns and even the relative scattering power of the types of atoms in each column.

Objective Lens Phase: The ESW passes through the objective lens.  Diffracted beams (the

Fourier components of the ESW) suffer phase changes as they are brought together by the lens to

interfere and form the image intensity spectrum.   The lens phase changes depend on many lens
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parameters and aberrations, primarily defocus and spherical aberration, and are described by the

lens phase function χ(u).

Phase Interactions and Scherzer Imaging:  At Scherzer defocus the lens transfer function adds

approximately the same phase change to the ESW within a band of spatial frequencies out to the

resolution limit of the microscope (CTF transfer is also maximized and approximately constant

to the same limit).  The relative phase of each component of the image-plane wave is the same as

that at the corresponding spatial frequency in the ESW.  Additionally, with the spatial

distribution of the ESW phase properly mapped into the phase of the image-plane wave, there is

no “phase problem” for the structure factors, and the image will display the projected potential of

the specimen to the resolution limit of the microscope (eqn.8).  However, incorrect lens phase

changes on higher-frequency image components beyond the Scherzer cutoff will not preserve the

relative phase of the ESW.  The ESW will be mapped into the image with phase distortions, and

the image will not show the positions and relative weights of atom columns accurately.

Phase Interactions and Focal Series Reconstruction:  By measuring lens parameters and

recording a series of images at known values of defocus, it is possible to apply a parabolic

reconstruction method to generate an estimate of the ESW to the resolution of the highest spatial

frequency recorded in the images [17].  This first estimate can be improved by using maximum

likelihood to refine the estimates of the experimental parameters [28-29].  The relative phase of

the ESW depends linearly on specimen thickness (the number of atoms stacked up in the beam

direction) and its spatial distribution reveals the positions of the atom columns.  In addition, once

the complex ESW has been determined, it is possible to produce any desired image of the

experimental specimen with an appropriate “lens function” in the computer [30].  The “phase

histogram method” can determine values of defocus and astigmatism automatically from the
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exit-plane wave function, allowing aberrations to be measured and corrected as a spatial function

of position in the image [31].  Information about relative atom column positions and weights is

present in the same form in both the reconstructed ESW (where it occurs as σ φp(x) H in the

relative phase of the ESW) and in the Scherzer image (where it takes the form 1 – 2 σ φp(x) H in

the image intensity).  Thus Scherzer imaging and ESW phase at the same resolution provide the

same information about the phase of the structure factors, and hence the positions and weights of

atom columns [32].

Focal-series reconstruction (FSR) can be used to determine the ESW to much higher spatial

frequencies (better resolution) than the Scherzer image from an uncorrected HRTEM.  FSR acts

as a “software aberration corrector” on spatial frequencies out to the microscope information

limit, improving the microscope resolution to this limit [33].  As well as resolution improvement,

another advantage of focal-series reconstruction is that the specimen can be thicker, since it need

only satisfy “phase object” conditions instead of the “weak phase object” condition required for

Scherzer imaging.  Reduced second-order “non-linear” components in the reconstructed phase

image allow for a thicker specimen and a “cleaner” result compared with a Scherzer image.

Sub-Ångström atomic-resolution imaging

a) Microscope Resolution Test Objects

Silicon and other diamond-cubic and zincblende structures provide useful test specimens for

characterization of electron microscope resolution.  In [1 1 2n] orientation these structures present

their atom columns in pairs that have become known as “dumbbells”.  These arrangements of

atoms are advantageous in test specimens because they reduce the “Fourier image” effects that

occur with simpler projections, such as in the [100] zone [34-36].
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Resolution can be determined for both TEM and STEM using the same criterion – separation of

atom peaks in the image.  A set of physically stable specimens with well-characterized lattice

parameters ranging from 6.48Å for CdTe to 3.56Å for diamond gives a suitable range of dumb-

bell atom separations [37].  For the first four zone-axis orientations the test structures cover over-

lapping regions that allow testing of microscope resolutions from 1.6Å to 0.2Å (fig.1).

Models of silicon in the first four orientations ([1 1 2n] for n = 0 to 3) show the typical dumbbell

arrangement, with atoms in the dumbbell pairs spaced at one quarter of the repeat distance of the

dumbbells (fig.2).  Increasing the value of n from 0 to 3 moves the atoms closer together in

projection; atom-atom spacing in silicon changes from 1.36Å for [110] orientation to 0.31Å for

[116] orientation.  The models illustrate how atom overlap can impact higher resolutions due to

the size of the atoms (here the ball diameter is set to the covalent radius of the atom, or 1.11Å).

In an electron microscope image, the width of the intensity peak generated from the

corresponding atom potential will depend on several factors, including the resolution of the

microscope and the spread function of the detector (the resolution of the detection system).  In

addition, the specimen itself will present atoms of finite “size” to the electron beam [38].

The spatial distribution of projected potential is carried by the relative phase of the scattered

electron wave and can be imaged directly to reveal the relative atom positions (to the Scherzer

resolution of the microscope) by the interference of correctly phased diffracted beams.

Alternatively, the exit-surface wave can be reconstructed and the projected potential (and relative

atom positions) imaged by extracting the relative phase.  In both cases, resolution in the image

can be no better than the “resolution” of the specimen potential.  If individual peaks are not

separated in the projected potential they will not be separated in the image.
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The four projected potentials computed for the four chosen orientations of silicon conform to the

atomic arrangement of the models, with atom columns visible in pairs of peaks forming

dumbbells (fig.3).  Potential peaks representing the atom columns have a finite size or peak

width that depends on the scattering factor for the atoms in the peak – silicon in this case.  It is

clear that decreasing atom separation will eventually make it impossible to distinguish the

individual atom peaks in the potential, let alone in the image.

A major contributor to atom peak width in the projected potential is the Debye-Waller factor.

For higher values of this factor, the width of the potential peak (the apparent “size” of the atom)

can increase to the point at which smaller atom separations are not resolvable by the electron

microscope – even if the instrumental resolution of the microscope is finer.  This point can be

illustrated by examining the projected potential of silicon in the [116] zone-axis orientation,

where the atom columns are only 0.31Å apart in projection.  Increasing the Debye-Waller factor

from 0.2Å2 to 1.0Å2 shows how the increasing peak width broadens the individual atom columns

until they can no longer be separated in the projected potential (fig.4).

The Debye-Waller factor for silicon has been measured experimentally as B = 0.4668Å2 at room

temperature [39].  Profiles across the atomic potential peaks show that this value still allows

separation of the peaks in the dumbbell pair at 0.31Å (fig.5).   In the case of diamond, the

Debye-Waller factor is less than half that of silicon, so this limitation will occur at much finer

resolutions.  Of course, even for a microscope of resolution sufficient to separate ideal potential

peaks, additional factors such as specimen tilt can reduce peak separation in the projected

potential [40-41].
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b) Experimental Resolution

A specimen of germanium tilted into [110] orientation was imaged using a JEOL 2200FS-AC in

STEM mode.  Although the image is noisy (fig.6), it shows atom peaks in dumbbell pairs.

Profiles across the peaks show that the atom peaks are clearly separated by one quarter of the

dumbbell repeat and demonstrate 1.41Å resolution.

For sub-Ångström resolution in TEM mode, a mid-voltage electron microscope needs either a CS

corrector or some other means of correcting the phase changes introduced by the objective lens

at spatial frequencies higher than the Scherzer limit.  In addition, the microscope needs to have a

sub-Ångström information limit.  The information limit is a function of the microscope’s spread

of focus (eqn. 11) and is strongly dependent on the total energy spread in the incident electron

beam (eqn. 12).  To keep energy spread low, we require a microscope with a field-emission

electron source.  Such a microscope can be used to produce sub-Ångström resolution by phase

correction (either with holography or by focal-series reconstruction).  The One-Ångström

Microscope (OÅM) at Berkeley uses a combination of focal-series reconstruction software with

a highly stable field emission TEM [43].

The OÅM hardware is a CM300FEG/UT with lens current and high-voltage power supply

stabilities improved from the original values of one part per million.  With the original power

supply stabilities of one part per million (root mean square), the spread of focus is 36Å, giving

an information limit of 1.07Å [44].  The CM300FEG/UT-OÅM uses improved power supplies

with better stabilities to achieve beam energy spread of 0.85eV FWHH [26], spread of focus of

20Å, and information limit of 0.78Å [33]. For aberration correction, the OÅM uses FEI

TrueImage® focal-series reconstruction code [28-29] to compute an estimate of the sample ESW

from a focal series of ten to twenty images.   Resolution in the computed ESW is limited only by
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the highest spatial frequency contained in the images of the focal series.  Under proper

conditions, the images can contain spacings out to the information limit of the microscope [45].

The desired result is the phase of the ESW, since the phase is proportional to a projection of the

specimen structure [20].

Initial resolution tests of the OÅM showed transfer of diffractogram peaks from Au out as far as

0.86Å [33].   As a test for sub-Ångström resolution we selected a diamond [110] specimen with

atom-atom separation of 0.89Å in the dumbbells (fig.1).

After hardware correction of the OÅM’s three-fold astigmatism [46], a “single-shot” image of

[110] diamond, obtained close to alpha-null defocus to ensure optimum 004 transfer [47],

showed the expected symmetry (fig.7a).  A focal series of twenty diamond images was obtained

over a range of focus near Lichte defocus [18].  Reconstruction to the exit-surface wave using

the Philips/Brite-Euram software [28-29] gave an ESW with a phase that also showed the

expected dumbbells (fig.7b).  The dumbbell peaks are smoother and clearer than those of the

“single-shot” image [33].  Profiling of the two images revealed that the C-C “dumbbell” peaks

are spaced slightly closer than one quarter of the dumbbell repeat (fig.7c,d).

With a new HT tank installed, the electron beam energy spread of the OÅM (including HT

instabilities) was measured as 0.85 ± 0.05 eV with a Gatan image filter (GIF) at a gun extraction

voltage of 3.5kV.  Correction for GIF contributions produced a beam energy spread of 0.76 ±

0.05 eV [26] corresponding to an information limit of 0.73Å to 0.76Å.  The OÅM was tested

using silicon in [112] orientation for 0.78Å dumbbells (second line in fig.1).

At 3.5kV extraction voltage, alpha-null defocus gave a noisy image (fig.8a) with pairs of white

peaks that were often blurred together [48] but sometimes showed clear separation (fig.8c).
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Subsequently, a focal series of 20 images was obtained over a range from alpha-null defocus to

Lichte defocus.  A focal-series reconstruction of the phase of the exit wave (fig.8b) from 19 of

the images produced an image with softer peaks showing a faint separation (fig.8d).  Since

imaging (and reconstruction) conditions are close to the microscope’s information limit, the peak

separation is weak.  However, it is clear that there are two peaks in each dumbbell.

Discussion

a) Quality of Microscope Resolution

Our dumbbell images of germanium, carbon and silicon (figs.6-8) illustrate differences in the

“quality of resolution”.   Clearly, the atoms in the dumbbells have been  “resolved” in all five

images, at least in the sense that it is recognizable that there are two atoms present.  Two peaks

are considered resolved by the Rayleigh criterion [1] when the minimum between them is less

than 75% of the peak height.  The Sparrow resolution criterion [49] considers two peaks resolved

even when there is no dip between them, as long as their combined curves show a flat maximum;

peaks at Sparrow resolution would appear like the curve for B=1.0Å2 in figure 4.

For electron microscopy the important property of improved resolution is the ability to determine

the positions of atom columns from image peaks.  But peaks in the twin peak may not

correspond exactly to the positions of the centers of the individual component peaks [37-38].  At

sub-Rayleigh resolutions lying between the Rayleigh and Sparrow criteria image peaks are closer

together than atom positions [50].  Determination of individual peak positions requires fitting of

computed peaks to those in the experimental image in order to gauge atom positions accurately

[37].  A good estimate can be obtained from curves computed over a range of peak separations

[50].  A Rayleigh-Sparrow parameter can be defined to describe the quality of resolution in an
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image.  This parameter QRS = (dX - dS)/(dR - dS) is equal to one when the atom spacing dX

corresponds to Rayleigh spacing dR and to zero when atoms are at Sparrow spacing dS.  Another

useful parameter is PTP, the ratio of the twin-peak separation in the image to the separation of the

individual atom peaks that add to give the twin peaks (or dumbbell).

Experimentally, QRS and PTP values can be obtained from the depth of the dip between the twin-

image peaks.  The variation of QRS and PTP with central dip value was measured from twin peaks

generated by the addition of two model peaks over a range of separations from Rayleigh to

Sparrow (fig.9).  From these curves it should be possible to obtain values for resolution quality

and twin-peak separation ratio for experimental images by measuring the dip depth.  The atom

positions are then determined by dividing the observed twin-peak separation by the PTP value.

For dumbbell images the separation of the atoms generating the twin peaks is known to be one

quarter of the repeat distance of the dumbbell motif, so it is possible to determine the PTP from

experimental images and compare it with the predicted value (top line in fig.9).  Measured values

of dip depth and PTP are marked as points on figure 9.

Measurements from the STEM Ge dumbbell image (fig.6) shows that the peaks almost satisfy

the Rayleigh resolution criterion with a QRS factor of 0.88 and a PTP of 98% (Table I).  Atom

separation is 2% larger, so atom positions lie only 1% (each) outside the image peak positions.

OÅM diamond dumbbell images (fig.7) are close to Sparrow resolution with QRS and PTP factors

close to 0.4 and 85%.  Measured peak positions are each 7.5% inside the atom positions.

The OÅM Si [112] dumbbells provide interesting examples (fig.8).  The noisy alpha-null image

(fig.8a) has a 15% dip (Table I) so PTP is over 90%.  The reconstructed phase (fig.8b) has a dip

of less than 2% making it very close to Sparrow resolution with a PTP less than 70%.
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b) Quality of Specimen “Resolution”

Analysis of the projected crystal potential for silicon columns separated by 0.31Å (fig.4) reveals

that the size of the atom (the Fourier transform of the scattering factor), especially when

combined with the Debye-Waller factor, produces dumbbells in the specimen potential in which

the twin peaks fail to satisfy the Rayleigh criterion (fig.5).  This means that the specimen

“object” presented to the scattering electrons may have potential peaks displaced from the

positions of atomic columns.  For a Debye-Waller factor of 0.4Å2, the twin peaks will be

separated by only 87% of the silicon atom column spacing (Table I), or 0.27Å instead of 0.31Å.

No increase in microscope resolution will be capable of accurate imaging of atom positions in

orientations where the atoms (or atom columns) are too large to allow Rayleigh separation of

atom potentials.

Concluding remarks

High-resolution TEM has progressed from the early 3-4Å work of Cowley and his group

(notably Iijima) to the point of sub-Ångström resolution.  At current resolution levels of 0.8Å,

the limit to resolution is still instrumental.  Limits arising from the Debye-Waller “spreading” of

atoms may ultimately occur (requiring cold stages for extreme resolution?), but only when

instrumental resolution has improved substantially.

Improved resolution facilitates the imaging of atoms that are close together, but an additional

benefit of improved resolution is the ability to image lighter atoms.  Focal series reconstruction

has shown oxygen atoms at 1.38Å resolution in staurolite images [51-52].   Oxygen atoms also

appear at similar resolutions in images of ZrO2 obtained at 1.3MeV [53], in focal-series
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reconstructions of BaTiO3 [54], and in CS-corrected images of perovskites [55].   Reconstruction

at sub-Ångström resolution has produced images showing other light atoms, including carbon

[33], nitrogen [56], and lithium [57-58].   With HRTEM [48] and STEM [59] images reaching

the sub-0.8Å level of resolution, it is essential to monitor the quality of resolution to ensure that

accurate atom positions can be determined.

Given its wide range of detectable atoms, the HRTEM is confirmed in its position as the

preferred instrument for the imaging of atoms.  The emergent nanotechnology revolution

requires knowledge of atom positions to relate structure to properties, and HR-(S)TEM at sub-

Ångström resolution will play an essential role.  Our early reconstruction results foreshadow

those to be expected from emerging TEMs with CS-corrected lenses and monochromated

electron beams.
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Table I – Quality of resolution parameter QRS for the experimental images at sub-Rayleigh

resolution.  Central dip and twin-peak separation parameter PTP measured from experimental

images and from silicon potential data computed over a range of Debye-Waller factors.

Image QRS Dip (%) PTP (%)

[110] Ge (fig.6d) 0.88 21.3 98.0

[110] diamond (fig.7c) 0.40 6.6 83.3

[110] diamond (fig.7d) 0.42 6.8 86.7

[112] Si (fig.8c) 0.68 14.9 91.2

[112] Si (fig.8d) 0.15 1.7 67.9

[116] Silicon with D-W = 0.2 Å2 23.5 96.2

[116] Silicon with D-W = 0.4 Å2 11.0 86.7

[116] Silicon with D-W = 0.6 Å2 5.1 76.2

[116] Silicon with D-W = 0.8 Å2 2.0 57.1
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Atom-atom spacings within dumbbells for seven compounds with diamond cubic or

zincblende structure plotted as a function of lattice parameter for the four zone-axis orientations

([1 1 2n] n=0,1,2,3).  Resolutions needed to image atoms within pairs in [110] orientation range

from 1.62Å for CdTe to 0.89Å for diamond.  Complex orientations (higher values of n) require

better resolution.  The four orientations cover four overlapping resolution ranges (left) from

1.62Å to 0.20Å.

Fig. 2.  Models of silicon oriented to form “dumbbell” pairs of atoms in [1 1 2n] orientations.

Dumbbell spacing decreases as silicon is projected in increasingly complex zone-axis

orientations (marked).  Vertical repeat is |a|/√2 = 3.84Å in each case.  Atom-atom spacing within

each dumbbell is 1/4 of the separation between dumbbells.  Atoms are drawn as hard spheres

with 1.11Å diameter.  Atom-atom spacings within the dumbbells range from 1.36Å in [110]

orientation to 0.31Å in [116] orientation.  Shown at 40MX magnification.

Fig. 3. Silicon crystal potentials projected down four zone axes in [1 1 2n] orientation show

dumbbell pairs of atoms in positions corresponding to those in the models.  Projected potentials

are calculated from structure factors out to 8Å–1.  Shown at 40MX magnification.   Debye-

Waller temperature factors are 1.0, 0.8, 0.6 and 0.4Å2.

Fig. 4.  Silicon crystal potential projected down the [116] zone axes shows the effect of

temperature on the “size” of the silicon atoms. Displays of projected potentials, calculated from

structure factors out to 8Å–1, illustrate how atoms in each pair become less distinct as the

Debye-Waller factor (shown) increases.  50MX magnification.
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Fig. 5. Profiles of silicon crystal potential projected down the [116] zone axes display the effect

of temperature factor (shown) on projected potential.  Individual atom peaks in each pair become

less distinct as the Debye-Waller factor is increased.  Shown at 50MX magnification.

Fig. 6. a. Experimental image of germanium in [110] orientation taken from a large area with

1.41Å atom-atom spacing in dumbbells.  The image was obtained with the ORNL “ACEM”, a

JEOL 2200FS-AC, operating in STEM HAADF mode with a CS-corrected probe.  b.  Image

after high-frequency noise filtering.  c.  Profile across raw image.   d.  Profile across noise-

filtered image.

Fig. 7.  Experimental images of diamond in [110] orientation show 0.89Å atom-atom spacing in

dumbbells.  a. Single-shot image taken near alpha-null defocus shows pairs of carbon atoms.  b.

OÅM image reconstructed from a 20-member focal series.  c. Profile of double peak marked in a

shows clear peak separation.  d. Profile of atom pair marked in c.  Dashed lines in profiles show

peak separation; solid lines are spaced at ¼ of the dumbbell repeat distance.

Fig. 8.  Experimental OÅM-CM300 images of silicon in [112] orientation with super-imposed

models of silicon.  a. Single-shot image taken near alpha-null defocus shows pairs of silicon

atoms separated by 0.784Å.  b. OÅM image reconstructed from a 19-member focal series.  c.

Profile of double peak marked in a shows clear 0.784Å peak separation.  d. Profile of atom pair

marked in c shows blunt peaks with less separation.  Dashed lines in profiles show peak

separation; solid lines are spaced at 1/4 of the dumbbell repeat distance.

Fig. 9.  Plots generated from model peaks of PTP (black line) and QRS (dashed) as functions of

the depth of the twin-peak dip.  Black points are measured from experimental images with PTP

computed from known atom peak spacing.  Error bars represent ±0.5 pixel in peak measurement.
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